<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Address:</th>
<th>Rear of Antrobus Arms Hotel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Area:</td>
<td>0.4928ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>0.2431ha (49.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Constraints*</td>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*</td>
<td>PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, CP58, ALCG1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Available:</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable</td>
<td>No. See suitability constraints.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable</td>
<td>Not assessed.</td>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Developable:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to rear of Countess Services

Total Area: 10.1269ha  HMA: South Wiltshire
Suitable Area: 8.4121ha (83.1%)  Previous Use: Greenfield
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, MRZ, ALCG1, CWS

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 257  Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Amesbury Old Reservoir, Stockport Road

Total Area: 0.413ha
Suitable Area: 0.413ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: PDL

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: Yes
Capacity: 18

Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land north of London Road

Total Area: 4.481ha

Suitable Area: 4.481ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Capacity: 160

Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Deliverable: Yes

Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
LYNDHURST ROAD

Site Address: LAND ADJACENT TO RINGWOOD AVENUE, AMESBURY, SALISBURY, SP4 7PF

Total Area: 0.5905ha
Suitable Area: 0.5905ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: AREA A, LAND SOUTH OF BOSCOMBE ROAD, AMESBURY, SALISBURY, SP4 7XG

Total Area: 3.4404ha
Suitable Area: 0.2172ha (6.3%)

Suitability Constraints*: PP

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No
Capacity: 9 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: GRAYAN HOUSE & ORCHARD HOUSE, COUNTESS ROAD, AMESBURY, SALISBURY, SP4 7DW

Total Area: 0.3215ha
Suitable Area: 0.3215ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use:

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No
Capacity: 14 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: GRAYAN HOUSE, COUNTESS ROAD, AMESBURY, SALISBURY, SP4 7DW

Total Area: 0.3215ha
Suitable Area: 0.3215ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 14

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*S/2008/1080

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: LAND TO REAR OF 6 - 12 RINGWOOD AVENUE, BOSCOMBE DOWN, AMESBURY, SALISBURY, SP4 7PG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area: 0.5475ha</th>
<th>HMA: South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area: 0.5475ha (100.0%)</td>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability Constraints*: N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.</td>
<td>Available: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable: Yes (Residential)</td>
<td>Deliverable: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity: 24</td>
<td>Developable: In medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to the east of Archers Gate, Amesbury

Total Area: 5.7886ha
Suitable Area: 0.2763ha (4.8%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: PP, Allocation, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

Capacity: 12

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Superstore, London Road

Total Area: 2.4452ha  
Suitable Area: 2.4452ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: Allocation, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Capacity: 87

Available: Unknown  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Royal British Legion

**Total Area:** 0.1179ha

**Suitable Area:** 0.0061ha (5.2%)

**HMA:** South Wiltshire

**Previous Use:** Greenfield

**Suitability Constraints:** FZ3, FZ2, SIZE

**All Constraints:** SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, ALCG1

**Available:** Unknown

**Achievable:** Not assessed.

**Capacity:** 0

**Deliverable:** No

**Developable:** In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
**Site Address:** Land off Southmill Hill

**Total Area:** 40.5615ha  
**Suitable Area:** 1.5244ha (3.8%)  
**HMA:** South Wiltshire  
**Previous Use:** Greenfield  
**Suitability Constraints:** N/A  
**All Constraints:** PP, Allocation, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1  
**Suitable:** Yes. No suitability constraints.  
**Available:** Unknown  
**Achievable:** Yes (Residential)  
**Deliverable:** No  
**Capacity:** 54  
**Developable:** In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Bulford 7

Total Area: 10.8126ha
Suitable Area: 10.8126ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 6

Total Area: 14.5436ha
Suitable Area: 14.5436ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

Capacity: 444
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 2

Total Area: 2.0247ha
Suitable Area: 2.0247ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 72

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 9

Total Area: 2.7086ha  
Suitable Area: 2.7086ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, MRZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 96  
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 1

Total Area: 0.2875ha
Suitable Area: 0.2875ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, MRZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 12
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 15

Total Area: 2.3803ha
Suitable Area: 2.1847ha (91.8%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, CP58, MRZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No
Capacity: 77 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 16

Total Area: 2.5496ha
Suitable Area: 2.5438ha (99.8%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 90
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 13

Total Area: 0.72ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: PDL

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 5

Total Area: 8.8039ha
Suitable Area: 0.0132ha (0.1%)

Suitability Constraints*: PP

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 1
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 4

Total Area: 2.2142ha
Suitable Area: 1.362ha (61.5%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 48

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Manor Farm

Total Area: 5.384ha

Suitable Area: 4.5707ha (84.9%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC, SAC_5km, SSSI, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, CP58, MRZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Available: No

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Deliverable: No

Capacity: 163

Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Rear of the Old Bakery

Total Area: 0.1588ha
Suitable Area: 0.1588ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: FZ2, SIZE

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ2, CP58, MRZ, ALCG1

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 7

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
### Amesbury: Durrington

**Site Address:** Larkhill 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>20.9577ha</th>
<th>HMA:</th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>20.9577ha (100.0%)</td>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability Constraints*:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**All Constraints**: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SAMS, ALCG1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suitable:</th>
<th>Yes. No suitability constraints.</th>
<th>Available:</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Yes (Residential)</td>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>Developable:</td>
<td>In medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Larkhill 7

Total Area: 1.2641ha
Suitable Area: 1.2641ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A
All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SAMS, ALCG1

Capacity: 45
Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Amesbury: Durrington

Site Address: Larkhill 12

Total Area: 3.8788ha  
Suitable Area: 3.8788ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Capacity: 138

Available: Unknown  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Amesbury: Durrington

Site Address: Larkhill 1

Total Area: 4.4894ha

Suitable Area: 4.4894ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Capacity: 160

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No

Capacity: 160 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 9

Total Area: 7.6159ha
Suitable Area: 7.6159ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, ALCG1, CWS

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 233
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 15

Total Area: 37.1283ha
Suitable Area: 37.1283ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*:

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 1134
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 16

Total Area: 65.7309ha
Suitable Area: 65.7309ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SAMS, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 2007
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 2

Total Area: 5.0478ha
Suitable Area: 5.0478ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 154

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SPZ, ALCG1

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 10

Total Area: 3.9308ha
Suitable Area: 3.9308ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 140
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 13a

Total Area: 1.3676ha

Suitable Area: 1.3676ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Deliverable: No

Capacity: 48

Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Address:</th>
<th>Larkhill 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Area:</td>
<td>1.7324ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>1.7324ha (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMA:</td>
<td>South Wiltshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability Constraints*:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*:</td>
<td>SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SAMS, ALCG1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable:</td>
<td>Yes. No suitability constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available:</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Yes (Residential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developable:</td>
<td>In medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Address:</th>
<th>Larkhill 14a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Area:</td>
<td>6.2118ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>6.2118ha (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMA:</td>
<td>South Wiltshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Constraints*:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*:</td>
<td>SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SAMS, ALCG1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable:</td>
<td>Yes. No suitability constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Yes (Residential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available:</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developable:</td>
<td>In medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 13b

Total Area: 7.1769ha
Suitable Area: 7.1769ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No
Capacity: 219 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 14b

Total Area: 3.2201ha
Suitable Area: 3.2201ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, ALCG1

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 6

Total Area: 1.5463ha
Suitable Area: 1.5463ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 55
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 4

Total Area: 3.2789ha
Suitable Area: 3.2789ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 117
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Piece Meadow, Durrington

Total Area: 1.182ha

Suitable Area: 1.1787ha (99.7%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 42

Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Land off Larkhill Road

**Total Area:** 10.6641ha  
**Suitable Area:** 6.3777ha (59.8%)  
**Suitability Constraints:** N/A  

**HMA:** South Wiltshire  
**Previous Use:** Greenfield  

**All Constraints:** SPA_5km, SAC, SAC_5km, SSSI, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

**Suitable:** Yes. No suitability constraints.  
**Available:** Yes  
**Achievable:** Yes (Residential)  
**Deliverable:** Yes  
**Capacity:** 195  
**Developable:** In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Land to the east of Netheravon Road

Total Area: 2.7131ha  
Suitable Area: 2.7131ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Capacity: 96

Available: Yes  
Deliverable: Yes  
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to the North of Bulford Hill, Durrington

Total Area: 0.1158ha
Suitable Area: 0.0089ha (7.7%)

Suitability Constraints*: SAC, SSSI, FZ3, FZ2, SIZE

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC, SAC_5km, SSSI, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, CP58, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Kamatan Acres, Durrington

Total Area: 0.6413ha
Suitable Area: 0.6413ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, WHS, SAMS, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 28
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to Rear of Durrington Mannor, Durrington

Total Area: 4.6174ha

HMA: South Wiltshire

Suitable Area: 4.6162ha (100.0%)

Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, CP58, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 165

Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to West of Upper Avon School, Durrington

Total Area: 1.1074ha
Suitable Area: 1.1067ha (99.9%)
HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 39
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to South of Upper Avon School, Durrington

Total Area: 0.5439ha

Suitable Area: 0.5439ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

Available: Yes

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Capacity: 23

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Manor Farm, Durrington

Total Area: 13.5445ha

Suitable Area: 12.2802ha (90.7%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

Capacity: 375

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Available: Unknown

Deliverable: No

Developable: In medium-term

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Land off Larkhill Road

**Total Area:** 10.4238ha

**Suitable Area:** 10.4232ha (100.0%)

**Suitability Constraints:** N/A

**All Constraints:** SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ2, WHS, MRZ, SPZ, ALCG1

**Suitable:** Yes. No suitability constraints.

**Available:** Unknown

**Achievable:** Yes (Residential)

**Deliverable:** No

**Capacity:** 318

**Developable:** In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Downs Farm

Total Area: 0.1466ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB, SIZE

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  Available: Yes
Achievable: Not assessed.  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0  Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent to Wethertop, Great Wishford

Total Area: 0.1566ha
Suitable Area: 0.1566ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SIZE

All Constraints*: SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Capacity: 7

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land north of Deptford Farm Wylye Warminster Wiltshire

Total Area: 11.4606ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.

Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.

Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0

Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Riversmeet Warminster Road Stapleford Salisbury SP3 4LT

Total Area: 0.4039ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use:

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

All Constraints*: SFB

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Pikes Cottage  West Amesbury  Salisbury  Wiltshire  SP4 7BH

Total Area: 0.4349ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Heale Farm  Middle Woodford  Salisbury  SP4 6NU

Total Area: 0.5493ha  HMA: South Wiltshire

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  Previous Use:

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0  Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent to allotments at Down Barn Road  Down Barn Road  Winterbourne Gunner  Salisbury  SP4 6JN

Total Area: 0.9246ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0  Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 10

Total Area: 10.6573ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Larkhill 3a

Total Area: 1.9168ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB  
All Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Capacity: 0  
Available: Unknown  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Larkhill 3b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>33.0696ha</th>
<th><strong>HMA:</strong></th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>0.0ha (0.0%)</td>
<td><strong>Previous Use:</strong></td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability Constraints*:</td>
<td>SFB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*:</td>
<td>SFB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Suitable:            | No. See suitability constraints. | **Available:** | Unknown |
| Achievable:          | Not assessed.                  | **Deliverable:** | No      |
| Capacity:            | 0                                 | **Developable:** | In long-term |

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Bulford 14

Total Area: 0.4969ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: PDL

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 8

Total Area: 2.4097ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB
All Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 3

Total Area: 0.7453ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 11

Total Area: 3.3953ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Capacity: 0

Available: Unknown  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 12

Total Area: 1.0395ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Not assessed. Deliverable: No
0 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Annie's Acre

Total Area: 0.0825ha  HMA: South Wiltshire
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  Previous Use: Greenfield
Suitability Constraints*: SFB, SIZE

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  Available: Yes
Achievable: Not assessed.  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0  Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Bulford 17

Total Area: 9.0179ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB  
All Constraints*: SFB  

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No  
Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term  

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Bulford 18

**Total Area:** 17.2617ha  
**Suitable Area:** 0.0ha (0.0%)  
**Suitability Constraints:** SFB

**HMA:** South Wiltshire  
**Previous Use:** Greenfield  
**All Constraints:** SFB

**Capacity:** 0  
**Suitable:** No. See suitability constraints.  
**Available:** Unknown  
**Achievable:** Not assessed.  
**Deliverable:** No  
**Developable:** In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Bulford 19

Total Area: 7.8975ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: CHURCH FARM, GREAT DURNFORD, SALISBURY, SP4 6AZ

Total Area: 0.7547ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: LAND ADJACENT: CLEVELAND LODGE, CHURCH LANE, FIGHELDEAN, SALISBURY, SP4 8JL

Total Area: 0.3732ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: HILLVIEW, DUCK STREET, STEEPLE LANGFORD, SALISBURY, SP3 4NH

Total Area: 0.431ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0  Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
MANOR FARM, WINTERSLOW ROAD, PORTON, SALISBURY, SP4 0JZ

Total Area: 1.1505ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB
All Constraints*: SFB
Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: 63 EAST GOMELDON ROAD, GOMELDON, SALISBURY, SP4 6LT

Total Area: 0.3061ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No  
Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: NORTHWAY HOUSING DSTL, PORTON DOWN, SALISBURY, SP4 0JQ

Total Area: 0.3701ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: Allocation, SFB
All Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: JESOLO, WYLYE ROAD, HANGING LANGFORD, SALISBURY, SP3 4NN

Total Area: 0.2621ha  
HMA: South Wiltshire

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Previous Use:

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Amesbury: Open Countryside

**Site Address:** Jesolo, Wylye Road, Hanging Langford, Salisbury, SP3 4NN

**Total Area:** 0.2667ha  
**Suitable Area:** 0.0ha (0.0%)  
**Suitability Constraints:** SFB

**HMA:** South Wiltshire  
**Previous Use:**

**Available:** Unknown  
**Deliverable:** No  
**Developable:** In long-term

All Constraints*: SFB

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Petrol Filling Station, Bulford Camp, Salisbury, SP4 9DY

Total Area: 0.2712ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Salisbury Road, Steeple Langford, Salisbury, SP3 4NB

Total Area: 1.4876ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.

Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.

Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0

Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Down Barn, Cholderton

Total Area: 2.1826ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Silverdale, Berwick St James

Total Area: 0.6231ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land near The Grove, Newton Tony  Land near The Grove, Newton Tony

Total Area: 1.3029ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No  
Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Church Road, Idmiston

Total Area: 0.4084ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Idmiston Road, Porton

Total Area: 1.1866ha
Suitable Area: 1.1866ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 42
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: HPA, Porton Down  HPA, Porton Down

Total Area: 25.6932ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Manor Farm, Lower Woodford

Total Area: 67.2745ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Bourne View, Boscombe

Total Area: 1.7082ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Southway, Porton Camp

Total Area: 0.9635ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

All Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0

Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land southern side of East Gomeldon Road, East Gomeldon

Total Area: 2.24ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB
All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent to railway line and East Gomeldon Road, East Gomeldon

Total Area: 5.7883ha

Suitable Area: 5.7883ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire

Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Deliverable: No

Capacity: 177

Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Over Street, Stapleford

Total Area: 0.324ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent to chequers, Hanging Langford

Total Area: 0.6356ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Address</th>
<th>Land Adjacent to Greenways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Area:</td>
<td>1.4738ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>0.0ha (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Constraints*:</td>
<td>SFB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*:</td>
<td>SFB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable:</td>
<td>No. See suitability constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Not assessed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developable:</td>
<td>In long-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Beech Hanger, Cholderton

Total Area: 1.8741ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

Available: Unknown  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Wisma Farm, Berwick St James

Total Area: 3.6889ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land north of White Bird Lake, Steeple Langford

Total Area: 0.6148ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

Capacity: 0
 Achievable: Not assessed.

Available: Unknown
 Deliverable: No
 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent to properties at Whatcombe Brow, Orcheston

Total Area: 0.8892ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB
All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Amesbury Road, Cholderton

Total Area: 0.7169ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Avon Meadows, Middle Woodford

Total Area: 0.4971ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Achievable: Not assessed.
Capacity: 0
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:**  
Land at Cleeve View, Winterbourne Stoke

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>0.2778ha</th>
<th>HMA:</th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>0.0ha (0.0%)</td>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Suitability Constraints**:  
SFB

**All Constraints**:  
SFB

**Suitable**:  
No. See suitability constraints.

**Available**:  
Unknown

**Achievable**:  
Not assessed.

**Deliverable**:  
No

**Capacity**:  
0

**Developable**:  
In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Adjacent The Rainbow on the Lake

Total Area: 0.1452ha  
HMA: South Wiltshire

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: SFB, SIZE

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Duck Street

Total Area: 0.0992ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB, SIZE

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Stock Bottom

Total Area: 60.5694ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: Allocation, SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Yes  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No  
Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
### Site Address:
Pump House

### Total Area:
1.3461ha

### Suitable Area:
0.0ha (0.0%)

### Suitability Constraints*:
SFB

### All Constraints*:
SFB

### Suitable:
No. See suitability constraints.

### Available:
Unknown

### Achievable:
Not assessed.

### Deliverable:
No

### Capacity:
0

### Developable:
In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Greenways

Total Area: 0.0771ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB, SIZE

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.

Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed.

Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0

Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land rear of Broadfield Close

Total Area: 2.5012ha

Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown

Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent Stockport Park

Total Area: 8.3405ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: 72 Winterslow Road

Total Area: 0.2253ha
Suitable Area: 0.2253ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Mixed

Suitability Constraints*: SIZE
All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Yes
Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No
Capacity: 10 Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: SITE ADJOINING HAMOAZE, THE AVENUE, PORTON, SALISBURY, SP4 0NT

Total Area: 0.3229ha
Suitable Area: 0.3229ha (100.0%)

Suitability
Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use:

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: No

Capacity: 14
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Buller Park, East of Idmiston Road

Total Area: 2.5324ha
Suitable Area: 2.5324ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: Yes
Capacity: 90 Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land behind Chalk House, Porton

Total Area: 1.1946ha
Suitable Area: 1.1946ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Available: Yes
Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 42

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land between Rosemoor and Oakwood Cottage, Porton

Total Area: 0.4719ha  
Suitable Area: 0.4719ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 20  
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land between Porton Road and Beech End, Porton

Total Area: 1.3126ha  
Suitable Area: 1.3126ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A  
All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield

Capacity: 47  
Available: Unknown  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Cuckoo Pen

Total Area: 0.4749ha  HMA: South Wiltshire
Suitable Area: 0.4749ha (100.0%)  Previous Use: Greenfield
Suitability Constraints*: N/A
All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1
Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 20  Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land rear of Parsons Close

Total Area: 0.7848ha  
Suitable Area: 0.7848ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Deliverable: No  
Capacity: 28  
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land off Gomeldon Road

Total Area: 6.9316ha
Suitable Area: 6.9316ha (100.0%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No
Capacity: 212 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
### Site Address:
Land off Winterslow Road

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>2.5825ha</th>
<th>HMA:</th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>2.5825ha (100.0%)</td>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability Constraints*:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*:</td>
<td>SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suitable:</th>
<th>Yes. No suitability constraints.</th>
<th>Available:</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Yes (Residential)</td>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Developable:</td>
<td>In medium-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
### Site Address:

**Church Farm**

### Total Area:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>35.0723ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Suitable Area:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suitable Area:</th>
<th>35.0723ha (100.0%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### HMA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMA:</th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Previous Use:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous Use:</th>
<th>Greenfield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Suitability Constraints*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suitability Constraints*:</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### All Constraints*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Constraints*:</th>
<th>SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Suitable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suitable:</th>
<th>Yes. No suitability constraints.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available:</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Achievable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievable:</th>
<th>Yes (Residential)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Deliverable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deliverable:</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Capacity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity:</th>
<th>1071</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Developable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developable:</th>
<th>In medium-term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Land off The Common (site 1)

**Total Area:** 2.3485ha

**Suitable Area:** 2.3485ha (100.0%)

**Suitability Constraints:** N/A

**All Constraints:** SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

**Capacity:** 83

**Developable:** In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Land off The Common (site 2)

Total Area: 0.4764ha  
Suitable Area: 0.4764ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Available: Yes  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Deliverable: Yes  
Capacity: 20  
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Amesbury: Shrewton

Site Address:  KARRICK HOUSE, TANNERS LANE, SHREWTON, SALISBURY, SP3 4JT

Total Area:  0.2576ha  
Suitable Area:  0.0045ha (1.7%)  
HMA:  South Wiltshire  
Previous Use:  

Suitability Constraints*:  PP, SAC, SSSI, FZ3, FZ2  

All Constraints*:  PP, SPA_5km, SAC, SAC_5km, SSSI, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, ALCG1  

Suitable:  No. See suitability constraints.  
Available:  Unknown  
Achievable:  Not assessed.  
Deliverable:  No  
Capacity:  0  
Developable:  In long-term  

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: KARRICK HOUSE, TANNERS LANE, SHREWTON, SALISBURY, SP3 4JT

Total Area: 0.2842ha
Suitable Area: 0.0207ha (7.3%)

Capacity: 1

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use:

Suitability Constraints*: PP, FZ3, FZ2

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, ALCG1

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed. Deliverable: No

Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Land at London Road, Shrewton

Site Address:  

Total Area: 0.336ha  
Suitable Area: 0.336ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A  
All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1  

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield  

Capacity: 14  
Available: Yes  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Deliverable: Yes  
Developable: In short-term  

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Rear of Royal Oak Public House, Shrewton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>0.8015ha</th>
<th>HMA:</th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>0.7981ha (99.6%)</td>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability Constraints*:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Available:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Constraints*:</td>
<td>PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1</td>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Yes (Residential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable:</td>
<td>Yes. No suitability constraints.</td>
<td>Deliverable:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable:</td>
<td>Yes (Residential)</td>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Developable:</td>
<td>In short-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Nettwood Farm, Shrewton

Total Area: 2.5874ha
Suitable Area: 2.5874ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

Available: Yes
Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 92

Developable: In short-term

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to Rear of Hinde's Meadow, Shrewton

Total Area: 1.0427ha
Suitable Area: 1.0412ha (99.9%)

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

Suitability Constraints*: N/A
All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 37

Available: Yes
Deliverable: Yes
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Land at Shrewton

**Total Area:** 0.8284ha

**Suitable Area:** 0.8195ha (98.9%)

**HMA:** South Wiltshire

**Previous Use:** Greenfield

**Suitability Constraints*: N/A

**All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, ALCG1

**Suitable:** Yes. No suitability constraints.

**Available:** Yes

**Achievable:** Yes (Residential)

**Deliverable:** Yes

**Capacity:** 29

**Developable:** In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Land to the west of Tanners Lane and south of the Hollow

Total Area: 19.275ha
Suitable Area: 19.275ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: Yes
Capacity: 588 Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
### Site Address:
Land North of A360, Shrewton

### Total Area:
10.3953ha

### Suitable Area:
10.3953ha (100.0%)

### HMA:
South Wiltshire

### Previous Use:
Greenfield

### Suitability Constraints*:
N/A

### All Constraints*:
SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

### Suitable:
Yes. No suitability constraints.

### Available:
Yes

### Achievable:
Yes (Residential)

### Deliverable:
Yes

### Capacity:
317

### Developable:
In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land South of Nettley Farm, Shrewton

Total Area: 4.858ha
Suitable Area: 4.858ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 148

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Rollestone Manor Farm, Shrewton

Total Area: 0.282ha

Suitable Area: 0.282ha (100.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Capacity: 12

Available: Yes

Deliverable: Yes

Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land to the south of London Road, Shrewton

Total Area: 13.352ha
Suitable Area: 13.3517ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 408

Available: Yes
Deliverable: Yes
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Amesbury: Shrewton

Site Address: Land adjacent to the Hollow, Shrewton

Total Area: 5.9671ha  HMA: South Wiltshire
Suitable Area: 5.6048ha (93.9%)  Previous Use: Greenfield
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC, SAC_5km, SSSI, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  Deliverable: Yes
Capacity: 171  Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Adjacent Yew Tree Cottage

Total Area: 0.8213ha

Suitable Area: 0.8213ha (100.0%)  

Capacity: 29

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Available: Unknown

Achievable: Yes (Residential)

Cut: 29

Deliverable: No

Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land off Maddington Street

Total Area: 1.129ha HMA: South Wiltshire
Suitable Area: 1.129ha (100.0%) Previous Use: Greenfield
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No
Capacity: 40 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Morgans Lane and Gaters Lane Fields

Total Area: 5.5336ha
Suitable Area: 4.808ha (86.9%) 
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 147
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land between Winterbourne Gunner and Dauntsey

Total Area: 0.3647ha

Suitable Area: 0.3647ha (100.0%) Previous Use: Mixed

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1, CWS

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 16 Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Winterbourne Gunner Telephone Exchange Field

Total Area: 0.292ha
Suitable Area: 0.292ha (100.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1, CWS

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  
Achievable: Yes (Residential)  
Capacity: 13

Available: Yes  
Deliverable: Yes  
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land around End Cottage

Total Area: 0.4355ha
Suitable Area: 0.3504ha (80.5%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, FZ3, FZ2, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: Yes
Capacity: 15 Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent to the Portway and Down Barn Road, Winterbourne Gunner

Total Area: 2.0556ha  HMA: South Wiltshire
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  Previous Use: Greenfield
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  Available: Yes
Achievable: Not assessed.  Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0  Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land between Winterbourne Earls Village School and the Railway Line, Winterbourne Earls

Total Area: 4.5581ha
Suitable Area: 4.5581ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Yes
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: Yes
Capacity: 163 Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
**Site Address:** Land by Summerlug Estate and railway, Winterbourne Earls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Area:</th>
<th>2.9049ha</th>
<th>HMA:</th>
<th>South Wiltshire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Area:</td>
<td>2.9035ha (100.0%)</td>
<td>Previous Use:</td>
<td>Greenfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Suitability Constraints:** N/A

**All Constraints:** PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

**Suitable:** Yes. No suitability constraints. **Available:** Yes

**Achievable:** Yes (Residential) **Deliverable:** Yes

**Capacity:** 104 **Developable:** In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.*
Site Address: Land by railway line and vicarage, Winterbourne Earls

Total Area: 0.4655ha
Suitable Area: 0.4655ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 20
Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land Adjacent to Darby SU Cottage, Winterbourne Earls

Total Area: 0.4412ha  
S118  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB  
All Constraints*: SFB  

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Yes  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No  
Capacity: 0  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Misselfore, The Portway, Winterbourne Gunner

Total Area: 0.6614ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)  
Suitability Constraints*: SFB

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: PDL

Available: Unknown  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent the Gables

Total Area: 0.0415ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: PP, SIZE

All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, ALCG1

Capacity: 0

Not assessed. Deliverable: No

Capacity: 0

Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land off the Portway

Total Area: 0.4038ha
Suitable Area: 0.0ha (0.0%)

Suitability Constraints*: SFB

All Constraints*: SFB

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.
Available: Unknown
Achievable: Not assessed.
Deliverable: No
Capacity: 0
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land adjacent East Farm

Total Area: 4.0784ha
Suitable Area: 4.0784ha (100.0%)
Suitability Constraints*: N/A

HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use: Greenfield

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.
Achievable: Yes (Residential)
Capacity: 145
Available: Unknown
Deliverable: No
Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at former depot off Imber Place

Total Area: 0.5696ha  HMA: South Wiltshire

Suitable Area: 0.5696ha (100.0%)  Previous Use: PDL

Suitability Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, HSE_150m, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints.  Available: Yes

Achievable: Yes (Residential)  Deliverable: Yes

Capacity: 24  Developable: In short-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: HIGH STREET, TILSHEAD, SALISBURY, SP3 4RY

Total Area: 0.2801ha
Suitable Area: 0.2801ha (100.0%) HMA: South Wiltshire
Previous Use:
Suitable Constraints*: N/A

All Constraints*: SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, SPZ, ALCG1

Suitable: Yes. No suitability constraints. Available: Unknown
Achievable: Yes (Residential) Deliverable: No
Capacity: 12 Developable: In medium-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.
Site Address: Land at Glebe Farm, Tilshead

Total Area: 0.4259ha  
Suitable Area: 0.0035ha (0.8%)  
Suitability Constraints*: PP  
All Constraints*: PP, SPA_5km, SAC_5km, SSSI_2km, CP58, ALCG1

HMA: South Wiltshire  
Previous Use: Greenfield  
Capacity: 0  

Suitable: No. See suitability constraints.  
Available: Unknown  
Achievable: Not assessed.  
Deliverable: No  
Developable: In long-term

*Note: Constraint abbreviations can be found in the SHELAA Methodology Report in Appendices 1 and 2 on pages 14 and 16.